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Wonder Woman grown-up has had some terrifying adventures but none worse than one which occurred in her childhood, when the young princess fought with every ounce of her Amazon strength and endurance to stop evil, ruthless, radium giants—whose very touch spelled instant death—from invading Paradise Island!

Indeed, you'll see the tiny Wonder Woman—beautiful as Aphrodite, wise as Athena, stronger than Hercules, and swifter than Mercury—involved in a desperate fight for the very survival of the Amazons in this tale called "The Secret of the Limestone Caves."
LEAVING INTELLIGENCE HEADQUARTERS EARLY, DIANA (WONDER WOMAN) PRINCE DECIDES TO VISIT HER LITTLE FRIEND, OLIVE NORTON, WHOM SHE HADN'T SEEN FOR SOME TIME.

I REMEMBER HOW SAD OLIVE WAS WHEN HER BROTHERS WOULDN'T LET HER PLAY WITH THEM BECAUSE SHE WAS JUST A WEAK GIRL—BUT THAT WAS BEFORE OLIVE RECEIVED AMAZON STRENGTH TRAINING ON PARADISE ISLAND.

AFTERWARD, SHE WON HER BROTHERS' ADMIRATION BY STARRING IN ATHLETICS, AND THEIR DEVOTION BY PULLING THEM OUT OF A DOG JUST IN TIME TO SAVE THEIR LIVES!

MERCIFUL MINERVA! IT SOUNDS AS THOUGH SOMEONE'S BEING KILLED IN THAT PLAYGROUND! WONDER WOMAN HAD BETTER INVESTIGATE—

SWIFTLY DIANA TRANSFORMS HERSELF INTO THE DARING AMAZON AND—

SUFFERING SAPPHO—THAT CAN'T BE OLIVE!

WONDER WOMAN'S EYES MEET A STARTLING SPECTACLE—

HAH! THIS IS FUN! OLIVE NORTON--YOU'RE OUT OF THE GAME FOR COMMITTING UNNECESSARY ROUGHNESS--D'YOU HEAR ME?

OLIVE--TAKE IT EASY, SIS!

PUT ME OUT OF THE GAME, HUH? WELL, I'LL PUT YOU OUT COLD!
NOW ANYONE ELSE WHO OBJECTS TO MY PLAYING, STEP FORWARD -- I DARE YOU!

I OBJECT TO UNFAIR PLAY, OLIVE!

GOLLY, WONDER WOMAN! GEE, SHE'LL PUT SIS IN HER PLACE!

UH-OH! I KNOW I CAN'T BEAT UP WONDER WOMAN! I'D BETTER GET AWAY FROM HERE FAST!

NOT SO FAST, OLIVE -- I THINK I'D BETTER TAKE YOU BACK TO PARADISE ISLAND FOR TAMING -- OH! I'M CAUGHT BY THE MAGIC LASO!

GEE -- MOM AND DAD'LL SURE APPRECIATE IT IF YOU WOULD -- YEAH -- OLIVE EVEN BULLIES THEM!

WONDER WOMAN FLYES OLIVE ACROSS DISTANT SEAS TO PARADISE ISLAND.

I LIKE TO SHOW OFF MY STRENGTH! BUT ONCE I GET STARTED, I CAN'T STOP!

YOU MUST LEARN SELF-CONTROL, OLIVE!

AT 3000 MILES A MINUTE, THE INVINCIBLE PLANE SOON LANDS ON PARADISE ISLAND -- MOTHER DARLING!

WELCOME, DAUGHTER -- AND I'M HAPPY TO SEE YOU AGAIN, OLIVE!

I WANT TO GO HOME!

WE TAUGHT OLIVE TO BE AS STRONG AS AN AMAZON BUT NEGLECTED TO TRAIN HER IN SELF-CONTROL AND SUBMISSION TO LOVING AUTHORITY --

ENROLL OLIVE IN THE ATHENA SCHOOL AT ONCE!
AT THE ATHENA SCHOOL --

ATHLETA, PRINCESS DIANA HAS BROUGHT OLIVE FROM THE MAN'S WORLD AGAIN FOR FURTHER AMAZON TRAINING -- SHE HAS LEARNED STRENGTH -- BUT NOT LOVING KINDNESS!

PHOEREY! I'M NO SISSY!

AHA! YOU DO NEED TRAINING!

FIRST I'LL WELD APHRODITE'S LOVE BANDS ON YOUR WRISTS AND ANKLES --

TAKE THESE HEAVY BANDS OFF ME -- THEY'LL MAKE ME WEAKER --

NOT WHEN YOU ARE USED TO THEM. STRONG HUMANS OFTEN BECOME BULLIES UNLESS THEY'RE BOUND BY LOVING CONTROL. APHRODITE'S BANDS WILL BE A CONSTANT REMINDER TO USE YOUR STRENGTH FOR FAIR AND LOVING PURPOSES!

OLIVE LEARNS TO PLAY THE AMAZON CHILDREN'S VERSION OF "BULLETS AND BRACELETS."

STOP HITTING ME OR I'LL --

SHAT!

SQUISH!

EVEN AN AMAZON CAN'T BREAK CHAINS MADE OF AMAZON STEEL. CONTROL YOUR ANGER AND DEFEND YOURSELF WITH YOUR BRACELETS!

THUS THE GAME OF PIES AND BRACELETS TEACHES CONTROL --

OH, THIS IS FUN NOW! AND I DO SO MUCH BETTER WHEN I CONTROL MY TEMPER!

OF COURSE, OLIVE -- EVERYONE DOES!

YOU MUST ALWAYS REMEMBER TO USE YOUR STRENGTH TO DO GOOD -- NEVER MERELY TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OTHERS!
TO ILLUSTRATE WHAT GREAT DEEDS A STRONG LITTLE GIRL CAN ACCOMPLISH, I'LL SHOW YOU A MOVIE OF PRINCESS DIANA WHEN SHE WAS YOUR AGE!

AW--WHO WANTS TO SEE KID MOVIES!

HOLA! LET US ALL SEE IT!

IN THE AMERICAN PROJECTION ROOM...

IT ALL STARTED WHEN PRINCESS DIANA DECIDED TO LOOK INTO THE FUTURE ON THE MAGIC SPHERE--

APHRODITE, GODDESS OF LOVE, HAS DECREED THAT YOU VISIT AMERICA TO FIGHT EVIL AND TEACH LOVE AND GOODNESS TO MAN'S WORLD PEOPLE. HERE IS THE COSTUME YOU ARE TO WEAR!

20TH CENTURY

GREAT ZEUS--TO THINK I'M TO VISIT THE MAN'S WORLD. I'LL PUSH THE TIME LEVER FURTHER IN THE FUTURE AND SEE WHAT ADVENTURES ARE IN STORE FOR ME--

FUTURE

1940

EEEKK! BANK ROBBERS!

BANG!

DON'T WORRY--HERE COMES WONDER WOMAN!

BANG BANG BANG

GREAT GUNS! THAT GAL CATCHES OUR BULLETS ON HER BRACELETS!

FIRE AWAY, BOYS!

I ENJOY A PEPPI GAME OF "BULLETS AND BRACELETS"!

MERCIFUL MINERVA! I HOPE I CAPTURE THOSE BAD MEN!
GOSH—SHE'S CERTAINLY A WONDER WOMAN ALL RIGHT! BOY! THAT NAME SURE FITS HER. SURE--SHE'S STRONGER THAN A MAN!

OH, HOW EXCITING!

WHAT'S GOING ON IN HERE?

THE MAGIC SPHERE SHOWS THAT WHEN I GROW UP, I SHALL TRAVEL TO AMERICA WHERE THE PEOPLE'LL CALL ME WONDER WOMAN AND I'LL HAVE SUCH EXCITING ADVENTURES! OH, MOTHER DEAR--MAY I HAVE A LITTLE WONDER WOMAN COSTUME NOW? PLEASE?

FIRST YOU MUST EARN THE RIGHT TO WEAR THAT COSTUME, MY CHILD! TOMORROW WE CELEBRATE THE FEAST DAY OF GODDESS DIANA WITH AN AMAZON ANIMAL HUNT--

IF YOU AVOID BEING CAUGHT IN THE HUNT AND BRING IN THE MOST AMAZON GIRL-ANIMALS--I'LL GRANT YOUR WISH. IT WON'T BE EASY--YOU'LL BE COMPETING WITH GROWN AMAZON GIRLS!

ON THE DAY OF THE HUNT, THE WILY PRINCESS CLEVERLY Evades Capture--

THIS LITTLE BUNNY'S AN EASY CATCH--OH!

HA HAA! FOOLED YOU!

I'M CAUGHT!

HA! MORE GROWN-UP GAME TO ADD TO MY COLLECTION!
Strangely enough only the bunny appears before Queen Hippolyte at the end of the hunt—

Great Olympus! Where are the other contestants?

You shall soon see, mother dear—

Are these the animal girls you speak of mother?

Ayee! The princess Diana captured all the other contestants!

Aphrodite bless us!

Fine work, daughter. You have, indeed, won the right to wear a Wonder Woman costume!

Oh, mother darling, thank you! I shall try it on at once!

With whirlwind speed the bunny transforms into a miniature Wonder Woman, whizzing through the forest in search of adventure—

Now if I could only help someone in trouble in true Wonder Woman style—

I know— I'll explore the depths of the dead volcano crater on Mt. Lesurvis! That ought to be a real adventure!

Playfully the little Wonder Woman plunges into the crater— little realizing the terrible dangers to follow.

Shades of Pluto! Is there no bottom to this crater?
WHAT A STRANGE TUNNEL! I WONDER IF ANYONE DOES LIVE DOWN HERE--

OF COURSE, SILLY GIRL! THIS IS THE KINGDOM OF THE WINGED LIMESTONE GIRLS!

GREAT JUPITER--WHO ARE YOU?

PRINCESS ELVA--MY MOTHER, QUEEN LOVELEE, RULES THIS LAND. LIMESTONE PEOPLE HAVE INHABITED THESE CAVES FOR THOUSANDS OF YEARS!

SUFFERING SAPPHO! WERE AMAZONS HAD NO IDEA PEOPLE LIVED DOWN HERE--

YOU'RE AN AMAZON? "TIS THE AMAZONS, THE RADUUM GIANTS ARE AFTER!

RADUUM GIANTS?

THEY ARE HUGE MEN WHOSE BODIES ARE MADE OF DEADLY RADUUM WAVES. THEY CAN COMPLETELY DISINTEGRATE ANYTHING BY SIMPLY TOUCHING IT. COME, MY MOTHER WILL EXPLAIN ALL TO YOU--

ELVA SWIFTLY FLIES PRINCESS DIANA TO THE THRONE ROOM--

UH-OH! THE RADUUM GIANTS MUST BE BROADCASTING ANOTHER WARNING!

ON THE RADIOVISION VIEWPLATE, PRINCESS DIANA SEES THE SINISTER FACE OF KING BRUTALL, RULER OF THE RUTHLESS RADUUM GIANTS--

QUEEN LOVELEE--MY MEN WILL SOON HAVE DUG THROUGH OUR SUBCAVE CEILING TO YOUR KINGDOM!
Wonder Woman

Remember--either you will order your subjects to fly us up the crater to Paradise Island, or all your people face complete annihilation!

No no! If men land on Paradise Island, all the Amazons lose their birthright, the gift of eternal youth! I must stop those wicked men!

What's this? Who is the little girl?

This is Princess Diana of Paradise Island--

An Amazon!

Oh my poor child--you couldn't have chosen a worse time to visit us. The radium giants will attack at any moment!

Let them come! Amazons are stronger than any mere males!

No one can fight radium giants. From any part of their bodies, uncovered by radium-proof material, deadly radioactive waves emanate which disintegrate everything they touch!

Suddenly a thunderous explosion resounds through the caves--

In the name of the goddess of goodness--the radium giants have blasted their way into our caves! All is lost!

Hmm--we'll see about that!

Princess Diana, come back! Oh mother--the giants will surely kill the lovely Amazon girl!

If I only knew how to help her!
MEANWHILE, THE PLUCKY LITTLE WONDER GIRL, EXERTING SOME OF HER GREAT AMAZON PROWESS, ACQUIRES A WEAPON—

HMM—THIS SHOULD MAKE QUITE AN IMPRESSION ON EVEN THE THICKEST SKULLED GIANT!

HEARING THE DREADED RADII MEX MEN APPROACHING, DIANA HIDES BEHIND HER STALACTITE—

HURRY, MEN! THE SOONER WE CAPTURE THE LIMESTONE FLYING GIRLS, THE SOONER WE CAN FORCE THEM TO CARRY US TO PARADISE ISLAND!

HERE'S MY CHANCE TO PUT THE FIRST STEP OF MY PLAN INTO OPERATION—

WITH SPLIT-SECOND ACTION, THE DAUNTLESS AMAZON PRINCESS DEALS A KNOCK-OUT BLOW ON THE BASE OF THE GIANT'S SKULL—

CRACK

CRACK

THIS RADII-PROOF CLOAK WILL BE MOST USEFUL! AND HOW CONSIDERATE OF MY BIG PAL TO CARRY A CHAIN WITH WHICH I CAN BIND HIM, SO HE CAN DO NO HARM!

MEANWHILE, THE UNSCRUPULOUS RADII MEX MEN TERRORIZE THE LIMESTONE GIRLS—

SEE HOW EASILY I COULD BLOW YOU LOVELY MAIDENS TO BITS BY SIMPLY REMOVING A RADII-PROOF GLOVE? WELL REMEMBER THAT, IF YOU HAVE THOUGHTS OF REBELLING!
HARNESS THEM SWIFTLY, MEN! I'M ANXIOUS TO INVADE PARADISE ISLAND!

FOR ONCE I REGRET OUR HAVING WINGS POWERFUL ENOUGH TO LIFT ANY WEIGHT!

I SHOULD ORDER MY PEOPLE TO REFUSE TO FLY THESE WICKED MEN TO PARADISE ISLAND--BUT IF I DO, THEY WILL ALL BE KILLED! OH WHAT SHALL I DO?

HMM--I JUST GOT HERE IN TIME!

LIKE A STREAK OF LIGHTNING, DIANA SPRINGS HIGH INTO THE AIR, TOSsing THE HUGE RADIUM-PROOF CLOAK OVER THE LIMESTONE MAIDENS--

NOW THE GIANTS' RADIOACTIVE WAVES CAN'T HURT YOU, GIRLS--QUICKLY--CAPSIZE THE CART!

THE WINGED GIRLS OBEY AND THE FALLING GIANTS PROVE NO MATCH FOR THE SUPERSTRONG AMAZON--

I HOPE THIS KNOCKS SOME SENSE INTO YOU BOYS!
There—the last giant is tightly bound!

Princess Diana, you've saved all our lives!

You're an amazing child! To think you singlehandedly defeated all those giants!

In another second I shall have you all free--

We are so grateful to you, Princess Diana. We shall put the giants on trial to decide their punishment!

Later Princess Diana returns to Paradise Island with her new playmate—

Daughter, where did you find the lovely winged girl?

In the limestone caves—this is Princess Elva--

Greetings, Queen Hippolyte--

Elva tells Queen Hippolyte of her daughter's great courage--

--and that's how Princess Diana stopped the terrible giants from invading Paradise Island!

I'm very proud of you, my child--thank Aphrodite you were not harmed! This calls for a great Amazon ice cream and candy party!

Please, Mistress Athleta, take me to Wonder Woman! I'm certain I've learned my lesson now!

Very well, Olive—I think you have!

Hola, Princess Diana!

Ayee!

Wonder Woman, I promise to use my strength only to help people the way you did when you were a little girl—because—well, I want more than anything else in the world, to grow up to be just like you!

The End
"U.S. ROYAL
WITH HIS
JET-PROPELLED BIKE"

"ROUNDING UP THE RUSTLERS"

WHILE VACATIONING OUT WEST, DEPUTY U.S. ROYAL AND THE BOYS OF THE ELM CITY BIKE CLUB ARE ENJOYING THE SIGHTS, WHEN SUDDENLY...

SAY, ROYAL, WHO'S KICKING UP ALL THAT DUST DOWN THERE IN THE VALLEY?

RUSTLERS! AND THE POSSE'S NOT FAR BEHIND!

AND AS ROYAL WATCHES THE CHASE THROUGH HIS GLASSES, HE SEES...

GOOD! THE POSSE CAN'T FIGURE WHICH WAY WE WENT!

WELL, KEEP RIDIN'... WE AIN'T SAFE TILL WE GET THROUGH THE GORGE UP AHEAD...

FELLAS, YOU TWO BIKE DOWN AND TELL THE POSSE TO HEAD FOR THE GORGE... I'LL HAVE A NICE SURPRISE THERE WAITING FOR THEM!

NOW IF I CAN JUST GET TO THE TOP OF THAT GORGE BEFORE THOSE CATTLE-THEIVES GET TO THE BOTTOM!

I MADE IT! THESE ROCKS WILL FORCE THEM TO TURN BACK... RIGHT INTO THE HANDS OF THE POSSE!

BOYS, LOOKS LIKE YOU'VE PUT AN END TO THIS RUSTLIN' RACKET... THAT WAS MIGHTY FAST WORK ON YOUR PART!

YOU MEAN MIGHTY FAST BIKING... THANKS TO OUR U.S. ROYAL BIKE TIRES!

FELLAS, SPEED AND SAFETY ARE REALLY "BUILT INTO" U.S. ROYAL BIKE TIRES--WITH THEIR SPECIAL BUILT-IN SKID CHAIN.

"TAKE MY TIP ON BIKE TIRES--TAKE THE TIRE WITH THE BUILT-IN SKID CHAIN"... SAYS U.S. ROYAL

IF YOU WANT TO BE SURE OF FIRM FOOTING... SAFE, QUICK STOPS... MAXIMUM MILEAGE... PERFECT CONTROL--BE SURE TO GET U.S. ROYAL BIKE TIRES. THAT SPECIAL BUILT-IN SKID CHAIN MAKES THEM TOPS IN TIRES.

"U.S.
BIKE TIRES"

America's Fastest Selling Tires

UNITED STATES RUBBER COMPANY
Serving Through Science
Wonder Woman of History

NELLIE BLY BRINGS CORRUPT FACTORY CONDITIONS TO LIGHT!

NELLIE BLY WRITES OF HER DISCOVERIES IN INTERIOR MEXICO!

NELLIE BLY GIRDLES GLOBE IN RECORD TIME!

ARMSTRONG COUNTY, PENNSYLVANIA, WAS THE BIRTHPLACE OF ELIZABETH COCHRANE. SHE WAS EDUCATED AT HOME UNTIL 1880.

VERY WELL DONE, INDEED, ELIZABETH YOU ARE COMING ALONG SPLENDIDLY.

I'M SO HAPPY, MOTHER.

BUT A YEAR LATER IN PITTSBURGH—WHERE THE FAMILY HAD MOVED—

ELIZABETH! WHAT HAS UPSET YOU SO?

THIS SILLY ARTICLE IN THE PITTSBURGH DISPATCH ON "WHAT GIRLS ARE GOOD FOR"!

MEN! I'LL TELL THEM!
HER ANGRY LETTER TO THE EDITOR GOT HER AN INTERVIEW—FRANKLY, MISS COCHRANE, I WAS FASCINATED BY YOUR POWER OF VEHEMENT EXPRESSION.

HER FIRST ASSIGNMENT WAS A SERIES OF ARTICLES ON THE CONDITIONS OF WORKING GIRLS IN PITTSBURGH—THEN WHY NOT GIVE ME A JOB WHERE I CAN DO SOME GOOD WITH IT?

BUT—BUT—-- YOUR TALK WAS INTERESTING, SIR. HOWEVER, I’D LIKE TO SEE THE INTERIOR OF YOUR FACTORY... PERSONALLY!

THE MANAGING EDITOR—GEORGE A. MADDEN—WAS PLEASED BY HER WORK...

I’M AS PLEASED AS I WAS BY NELLIE BLY IN A SONG BY STEPHEN FOSTER... SAY! FROM NOW ON, ELIZABETH, YOU’RE NELLIE BLY!

AND SO, AS NELLIE BLY, SHE BEGAN HER CLimb TO FAME. SIX YEARS LATER, SHE WAS ASSIGNED TO WRITE ABOUT MEXICO...

NO WHITE PERSON HAS EVER BEEN WHERE YOU ARE GOING. THAT’S WHY I’M GOING!

AFTER SEVERAL MONTHS OF GOING TO REMOTE PLACES, SHE RETURNED TO MEXICO CITY. THERE SHE MET JOAQUIN MILLER, FAMED POET. WHEN HE HEARD HER STORY—

LITTLE NELL, YOU ARE A SECOND COLUMBUS!
Somehow, between adventures and assignments, this female bundle of energy managed to write books . . .

I want the latest book by Nellie Bly!

I want any book by Nellie Bly!

Please . . . one at a time . . .

But nobody can circle the world in eighty days! It only happened in that story by Jules Verne!

In 1889, the New York World decided to send its star reporter on what seemed an impossible task—haven't you heard that truth is stranger than fiction?

Using every means of locomotion, Nellie Bly circled the world faster than any one had ever done before: 72 days, 6 hours, and 11 minutes . . .

Then she went to Amiens, France, to interview Jules Verne . . .

What do you think of my trip, sir?

It proves that women can match the talents of men—sometimes improve on them!

She retired after her marriage, but returned to newspaper work after her husband's death.

There is great consolation in work if one loves it . . . and always does his best!

Young in years, but mature in wisdom, Nellie Bly dedicated herself to the bringing of new truths to the reading public. Countless men and women have benefited in mind and body through her accurate and revealing writings.

Diana Prince

Wonder Woman
CAPTAIN TOOTSI POPS! SOMEONE'S BEEN MONKEYING WITH OUR EQUIPMENT! OUR STAR TRAPEZE PERFORMER HAS HAD THREE ACCIDENTS THIS WEEK! THE NEXT ONE MAY BE FATAL!

HURRY NOW, KIDS! WE'VE GOT TO SPRINKLE THIS DETECTING POWDER ON ALL THE EQUIPMENT BEFORE TONIGHT'S SHOW!

THE SECRET LEGION AND I WILL TRY TO TRAP THE CULPRIT, MR. BINGLING!

I'LL SET UP THE DETECTING LAMP IN THAT TENT. CAPTAIN TOOTSI!

CERTAIN SUBSTANCES FLUORESCENCE OR GLOW IN THE DARK WHEN INVISIBLE RAYS FROM AN ULTRAVIOLET LAMP STRIKE THEM. CAPTAIN TOOTSI AND THE SECRET LEGION HOPE TO TRAP THE VILLAIN BY THE TRACES OF DETECTING POWDER HIS HANDS WILL PICK UP.

NOW LET'S EAT A TOOTSI POPS WITH A TOOTSI ROLL CENTER. THEY'LL GIVE US THE QUICK ENERGY WE NEED TO TRAP THE CULPRIT!

WHAT'S ZULU IS THE GUILTY ONE? WE CAN'T JAIL HIM!

ZULU MUST HAVE BEEN CHEWING ON THE ROPE'S! WE NEVER WOULD HAVE SUSPECTED HIM!

POOR LITTLE, ZULU! FORGIVE HIM!

A HALF-HOUR LATER, CAPTAIN TOOTSI IS BAFFLED!

SHRIEK! SHRIEK!

QUIDT, ZULU! NO LUCK, CAPT. TOOTSI? NO TELL-TALE POWDER ON ANYONE'S HANDS?

NO, AND WE EXAMINED EVERYONE—EXCEPT YOU YOURSELF, MR. BINGLING. WILL YOU STEP IN NOW?

THERE'S THE CULPRIT!

GRAB HIM, CAPTAIN TOOTSI! DON'T LET HIM GET AWAY!

AND YOU GET SOME GRAND SURPRISE AND PLENTY OF PEP WHEN YOU EAT A TEMPTIN' TOOTSI POP! THEY'RE A DOUBLE TREAT! FOR YOU START WITH LICKIN' GOOD HARD CANDY—CHERRY OR ORANGE OR LIME OR OTHER SWELL FLAVORS—THEN YOU REACH THAT DEE-LICIOUS, DEE-LIGHTFUL TOOTSI ROLL CENTER. OH BOY! GET SOME TODAY!

GOSH! AFTER ALL THAT EXCITEMENT! I GUESS WE OUGHT TO HAVE ANOTHER ROUND OF TOOTSI POPS WITH TOOTSI ROLL CENTERS!

ZULU SURE SURPRISED US!

ALSO GET CHEWY CHOCOLATE TOOTSI ROBAS. THEY GIVE QUICK ENERGY, TOO!
WIN-BY A WHISPER!
ANOTHER JIM WISE "P-F" SPORTS STORY

WITH THE BIG TRACK MEET COMING UP, NO WONDER THE BLUES HAD THE "BLUES"...
GOLLY... THAT RED TEAM LOOKS TERRIFIC.
YEAH—THINK WE HAVE A CHANCE?
HOW CAN WE? THEY'RE BIGGER AND STRONGER.
SURE HATE TO SEE THAT TEAM CHAMP OF THE CAMP!
I WISH THERE WAS SOMETHING WE COULD DO—
MAYBE THERE IS. I'LL GIVE YOU A SECRET TIP.

LISTEN, GUYS, BZZZ, BZZZ, BZZZ...
A WEEK LATER AT THE BIG MEET!
OOPS... NOW IF JOE CAN DO BETTER...
YEAH, IF WE WIN THIS AND THE RELAY, THE MEET IS OURS!
Zowie! Now it's up to the relay. Let's go!

LUCKY YOU TOLD US ABOUT "P-F", JIM!

WHAT JIM TOLD THE BOYS ABOUT "P-F"
HERE'S WHY "P-F" GIVES YOU MORE STAYING POWER, SPEEDS UP YOUR GAME, MAKES YOU A BETTER ATHLETE:
1. THIS RIGID WEDGE KEEPS THE BONES OF THE FOOT IN THEIR NATURAL, NORMAL POSITION.
2. THIS SPONGE RUBBER CUSHION ASSURES COMFORT FOR THE SENSITIVE AREA OF THE FOOT.
"P-F" MEANS POSTURE FOUNDATION... A PATENTED FEATURE FOUND ONLY IN "P-F" CANVAS SHOES

HOORAY! WE'RE THE CHAMPS!
AND THE BLUES AREN'T "BLUE" ANYMORE!
"P-F" GAVE US THE EXTRA ZIP WE NEEDED!
THE GUYS ARE ALL WISE ABOUT "P-F" NOW! HOW ABOUT YOU?

"P-F" CANVAS SHOES
MADE ONLY BY
B.F. Goodrich and Hood Rubber Co.
THOUSANDS OF YEARS AGO, THE MAGICAL VOICES OF THE SIRENS SANG A SONG OF LURING SWEETNESS WHICH, HEARD ONLY BY MEN, MADE THEM DEAF TO THE CALL OF DUTY—AND DROVE THEM TO DISASTER!

WHEN THE SIRENS REFUSED TO GIVE UP THEIR EVIL WAYS, APHRODITE, GODDESS OF LOVE, Turned them into trees!

NOW THE MARINERS WILL NO LONGER BE MENACED BY THESE HEARTLESS MAIDENS.

CENTURIES LATER, A GREAT WIND BLEW ONE OF THE SIREN-TREES OUT TO SEA.

EVENTUALLY, THE TREE DRIFTED ASHORE—A WOODCARVER MADE PART OF IT INTO A BRACELET—AND NOW...
Meanwhile, at Military Intelligence, Lt. Diana Prince ushers in a visitor to Col. Steve Trevor.

Miss Mona Menise, Col. Trevor.

— I beg your pardon?

Now don't pretend you've forgotten your little Mona — who loved you since she was in pigtails?

Why — you're General Menise's daughter! My — you — you have grown, haven't you?

Gen. Menise!

Oh, there you are, Mona! I just received word that you cracked up your car again while speeding!

It was the policeman's fault, Dad! He tried to make me stop!

I'm going to put an end to your wilful ways, Mona! You're not going to endanger other people's lives anymore! I'm sending you back to your aunt's farm. You'll be out of mischief there!

We'll see about that!

I don't know what's gotten into that girl lately! I wish I knew what to do!

Wonder Woman would know just how to handle her!

Do you think Wonder Woman would help?

Certainly! Lt. Prince, will you try to reach Wonder Woman and ask her to come to the Office?

Yes, sir!
In her office, Diana makes a lightning change to Wonder Woman.

I don't want to enter as Wonder Woman by the same way Diana left, or they may become suspicious. I'll go down the corridor--then through the outer office.

A second later--

Why--Angel! Why--you--I phoned Di's office and she said you needed me. What can I do?

It's my daughter Mona, Wonder Woman. She's incorrigible! I'm afraid she'll come to a bad end unless she changes her ways!

Steve, suppose we take Mona on our charity fund raising tour--

I'll be able to watch her and find out what's wrong! Thank you, Wonder Woman!

Swell, beautiful! We'll use a new plane I'm testing.

Later--

Oh, Steve darling, I knew you'd talk Dad out of sending me back to the farm!

It was Wonder Woman's idea. She thought you--er--might get a new outlook on things, by--er--accompanying us on this tour, Mona!

The plane takes off--

What's our first stop, Angel?

Holliday College! The glee club is going to give a benefit concert, and we'll speak on behalf of the charities.

Wonder Woman had better not try to take Steve away from me--or I'll--!
AT HOLLIDAY COLLEGE, A DISTRACTED ETTA CANDY WAVES TO THE LANDING ARMY PLANE.

WOO WOO, WONDER WOMAN! AM I GLAD TO SEE YOU!

THE GLEE CLUB'S BUS HAS BEEN DELAYED IN TOWN! AND THE AUDIENCE IS GETTING RESTLESS. SO I'VE PROMISED THEM YOU'D PERFORM!

YOU'VE GOT NOTHING TO WORRY ABOUT! I'M A WONDERFUL SINGER! I'LL ENTERTAIN!

AN EXCELLENT IDEA, MONA!

BUT IT WON'T WORK, MONA. IF THE AUDIENCE EXPECTS WONDER WOMAN... THEY'LL BE SATISFIED WITH NO ONE ELSE! YOU'LL ONLY HAVE YOUR FEELINGS HURT IF YOU GO ON STAGE.

BUT, STEVE?

IT'S WONDER WOMAN'S FAULT! SHE'S TURNING STEVE AWAY FROM ME! I'LL SHOW HER!

AT THE ENTRANCE TO HOLLIDAY HALL--

WAIT A MINUTE, STEVE! I SUGGEST YOU BRING THE AUDIENCE OUT ON THE CAMPUS WHERE THERE'S MORE ROOM FOR ME TO PERFORM SOME AMAZON FEATS!

ANYTHING YOU SAY, BEAUTIFUL!

C'MON, MONA, HELP ME GET THE PEOPLE OUT WOO WOO!
THE AUDIENCE ASSEMBLES ON THE CAMPUS TO WATCH WONDER WOMAN...

AS YOU ALL KNOW, AMAZONS ARE TRAINED TO MAKE GREAT LEAPS!

THIS SHOULD BE EXCITING!

HERE'S AN EXAMPLE!

AMAZING!

GEE!

WONDER WOMAN LANDS ON HER FEET ON THE OTHER SIDE OF THE TREES--

HERE COMES THE GLEE CLUB!

THE AMAZON HURRIES OVER TO THE BUS AND EASILY LIFTS IT UP!

HI, WONDER WOMAN! WHAT'S GOING ON?

HOLLIDAY COL

I JUST THOUGHT OF HOW TO COMBINE OUR ACTS!

WHEEEEEE!

HERE WE GO!
Wonder Woman's return with the Glee Club bus amazes the audience.

Later, enthusiastic onlookers ply Wonder Woman with praise and gifts. Great show, Wonder Woman!

The show isn't over yet!

But on the roof above, hostile eyes look down on the Amazon!

Merciful Minerva—that will crush the people if—

Murderous hands loosen the huge stone statue—

Lucky for me the bolts holding this statue have rusted!

Ouch!

The ponderous weight plummets downward!

I've got another idea for the finale—Wonder Woman's death!

Look out!

Help!
**Wonder Woman**

Without hesitation, Wonder Woman leaps up and catches the falling statue.

As Wonder Woman puts the statue down, her keen Amazon eyes detect the marks of the lever. Someone pried this statue loose! Who?

**Wonder Woman saved us!**

Hurray!

Steve! Find Mona—there's danger here!

With lightning speed, Wonder Woman climbs to the roof but—

Whoever it was, must have left in a hurry. They dropped the crowbar and—great Hera! This is Mona's compact! Could this be her work?

A Few minutes later—

There's Wonder Woman with her adoring stooges! Still the center of attention—but she won't be for long! I'll run away before they find me and stay hidden until I work out a plan for Wonder Woman's doom!

As Mona flees to elude her companions, she is mysteriously drawn toward the window of an antique shop not far from Holliday College.

**That armlet! It fascinates me! It's so odd looking! I feel compelled to buy it! Yes—*I must have it!***

Mona purchases the armlet—

The armlet feels so—strange—as if it's alive! As if it's a part of me!
My mind is so clear now! I know just how to deal with Wonder Woman and Steve! But I need help! Somehow I believe I can compel those men to obey me—just by singing!

Amazing! My voice is more beautiful than ever!

That song! Must—go—!

Command us, beautiful maiden—We implore you!

An hour later, Mona returns to Holliday College.

Where were you, Mona? We were looking all over for you!

Sorry, I didn't think there was any need for me to hang around while you were collecting the donations, so I did some shopping.

We're taking off now for our next stop on the charity tour. The donations are already on the plane.

Wonderful!

Mona chose a queer time to go shopping. If she tipped that statue, she'll try again to murder us—Must warn Steve not to let her near the controls!
Just as the trio nears the plane—

By Orpheus' lyre! Mona's singing must have been a signal to these men!

Bang! Bang!

The Amazon springs into action!

I'm always ready for a little game of 'bullets and bracelets'!

She's catching the bullets on her bracelets!

We can't beat her that way!

Never start anything you can't finish, little boys! This is what happens when you use force against an Amazon!

Eee-yo!

I--I command me! I am your slave--

Overcome by the siren song, Steve at Mona's command strikes Wonder Woman a blow at the base of the skull--which even an Amazon cannot withstand!

'Knock out Wonder Woman! Strike! Strike hard!' Eee-yo!

The unconscious Wonder Woman is tied to the propeller with her magic lasso...

Remain here with the charity funds--I'll return soon! Ha ha!

We obey!
LATER, AT 10,000 FEET IN THE SKY—
TEN SECONDS FROM NOW YOU WILL PUT THE PLANE INTO A DIVE AND KEEP IT THERE UNTIL I TELL YOU TO LEVEL OUT.

YOUR SLAVE OBEYS—

HA! HA! THAT'S ONE COMMAND I'LL NEVER GIVE—AND NOBODY, NOT EVEN WONDER WOMAN, CAN SURVIVE A CRASH FROM THIS ALTITUDE!

BUT AS STEVE PUTS THE PLANE INTO A DIVE, WONDER WOMAN RECOVERS CONSCIOUSNESS—

SHADES OF PLUTO! THE PLANE IS DIVING STRAIGHT FOR THE GROUND! I'D BETTER STOP THIS NONSENSE—

THE AMAZON LANDS, AND WITH LIGHTNING SPEED CATCHES THE DIVING PLANE BEFORE IT CRASHES—

THERE!! STEVE IS SAFE! AND NOW TO TAKE CARE OF MONA—

WITH SCARCELY A BREATHLESS SECOND TO SPARE, WONDER WOMAN FREES HERSELF AS THE GROUND RUSHES UP TO MEET HER—

GREAT HERA! THAT'S STEVE AT THE CONTROLS—I MUST SAVE HIM!
The alluring Amazon deposits Steve and the plane on the ground and catches the parachuting Mona with her magic lasso. 

Steve! Steve! Wake up!

Why did you try to kill us?

Something compels me to speak the truth! I hated you because Steve loved you. Then my hate turned on Steve too!

Suddenly, Wonder Woman's magic lasso compels an ancient evil to reveal itself!

Mona, I command you to tell me who helped you with magical powers!

Something compels—me! I did!

The Siren Parthenope! Then it was your song that bewitched Steve!

Yes, Princess! When Mona wore the armlet fashioned from the tree into which Aphrodite had transformed me—I controlled her. But only because her evil spirit allowed me to!

You, Parthenope, I will send to Aphrodite—she alone can teach you that the souls of men are not yours to play with! I'm taking Mona to transformation island—she'll learn the joy of self-control and submission to loving authority!

You won't sing much with that bridle on!

Wonder Woman recovers the money from the men released from Mona's spell and—

I'm awfully sorry for the way I acted, Steve. Your voice waked me!

It wasn't your fault, Steve. Men have no power against the siren song—only deaf ears can defeat it—or another song that's sweeter!
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A FRIGID expanse where howling winds pluck at protective clothing and clotted ice packs cover immense deposits. A waste of white as far as the eye can see, having a latitude of 90° and an unknown longitude. This is the forlorn spot that was the prime goal of so many hardy venturers. This is the North Pole!

It is not to be confused with the North magnetic pole which has a latitude of 76° N and longitude 102° W, and where a compass would have no directive force.

Drear though it is, the North Pole has for centuries acted as a glacial magnet upon men of daring.

Ohthers the Norseman made the first recorded determined push to the far north. He found the White Sea, the Dwina River and the North Cape. His story was hardly believed by the Saxon King, Alfred the Great, until Ohthere produced walrus-teeth which he had brought back. Convinced, the Saxon monarch recorded the momentous event.

From then on the race continued. Men tried reaching the Pole by every conceivable method. There was the Norwegian, Dr. Fridtjof Nansen, who conceived the idea of drifting towards the Pole.

An expert on currents, Dr. Nansen and a small party of thirteen sailed from Christiania in 1893 in the stoutly built From.

Instead of trying to avoid the ice, the boat was sailed deliberately into it. Frozen in, the craft was lifted bodily by the ice until it was almost possible to see its bottom.

Held vise-like by the drifting flows, the ship did not break free until 1896—a full three years later. Dr. Nansen didn’t reach the Pole, but his boat edged nearer to it than any other sailing craft.

Andree, a Swede, had an even more novel idea. Dane’s Island, Spitzbergen, was the jumping-off place for this imaginative voyager and his two friends. His mode of travel was balloon. His reward was disaster.

Expedition after expedition kept setting forth. None succeeded, but men crept closer, ever closer.

Commander Peary’s first expedition
in 1898 failed its goal, as did some succeeding attempts, but from each of these failures he salvaged priceless experience.

Then the Peary Arctic Club stepped into the picture. They were a group of men interested in the far north. They financed Commander Peary, who used the money to construct a specially designed ship whose frame was braced at all points to combat the pressure of ice floes.

This time he got to within 200 miles of the Pole. Undismayed, he re-fitted the ship with new engines and, in 1908, he set forth once again to conquer the elusive North Pole.

His route led along the Greenland coast, where he stopped at the extreme northern point of Etah. There, guided by former experiences, he took aboard Eskimos and dogs. Again they took to the icy waters until they reached Cape Sheridan. There they disembark ed and prepared for the all-out effort.

Now they had to be ultra-careful. A broken sledge, an accident to the dogs or any one of a hundred other possible mishaps would have doomed the attempt.

Peary carefully selected six men of his own, seventeen Eskimos, nineteen sledges and one hundred and thirty-three dogs. At intervals along the ice, a small party would load its freight of food on the sledges going forward. Only enough was left to take it back to the ship.

Further on, another party would detach itself and return after giving its surplus food to those who kept skidding along their perilous way. This plan was successful, the last party—the one that readied for the final dash—having plenty of supplies to guarantee their eventual safe return to the ship.

It was one hundred and fifty miles from the Pole that the last supporting party left Peary with his faithful attendant and four Eskimos.

“Now or never,” ran through the minds of all. This was the culmination of centuries of effort. This was what so many gallant men had striven towards... and failed.

Shoulders hunched against the elements, the last party slogged forward until they became mere dots on the horizon. Then they vanished from sight and an anxious world waited impatiently for news of the success or failure of this hardy band of men.

And then it came...

On April 6, 1909, excited, eager hands tugged at cords. Soon, rippling in the wind, flags were unfurled and hoisted over “the top of the world.”

Commander Peary had at last been successful where so many brave men had failed before him. The North Pole had been conquered!
A prison is a place where criminals not only pay for their crimes, but are also taught to live as useful members of society. That was Suzan Patience's theory and she wanted to try it! When an insidious plot turned a "model prison" into a murder trap, it was time for Wonder Woman - beautiful as Aphrodite, wise as Athena, stronger than Hercules, and swifter than Mercury - to step in, at the risk of her life, and stem the tide of the prison riot even if it meant becoming...

"A human bomb!"
AT MILITARY INTELLIGENCE, COL. STEVE TREVOR RECEIVES A MESSAGE ON THE INTER-OFFICE PHONE FROM LT. DIANA PRINCE.

MISS SUZAN PATIENCE, THE FAMOUS WOMAN PENALOGIST WANTS TO SEE YOU, STEVE. SHE SAYS IT'S URGENT!

WHAT CAN I DO FOR YOU, MISS PATIENCE?

BRING HER IN, DI.

I CAME TO YOU HOPING YOU'D CONTACT WONDER WOMAN FOR ME, COL. TREVOR.

WONDER WHY SHE WANTS ME?

WHAT DO YOU WANT FROM WONDER WOMAN, MISS PATIENCE?

I WANT HER TO HELP ME CONVINCE GOV. IRA THAT I CAN BE THE WARDEN OF THE NEW WOMEN'S PRISON!

WITH LIGHTNING SPEED, DIANA DASHES OUT OF THE OFFICE AND RETURNS AS WONDER WOMAN!

IMPOSSIBLE! WHOEVER HEARD OF A FEMALE PRISON WARDEN? WHY, ANGEL!

I THINK IT'S A WONDERFUL IDEA!

WONDER WOMAN!

WONDER WOMAN SUMMONS HER PLANE.

THEN YOU'LL HELP ME?

CERTAINLY! WE'LL FLY OVER TO THE GOVERNOR'S MANSION RIGHT AWAY!

ROBOT PLANE -- FLY DUE EAST FOR 16 SECONDS --
I'VE ALWAYS BEEN INSPIRED BY THE WONDERFUL RESULTS YOU'VE ACHIEVED IN REHABILITATING CRIMINALS ON YOUR TRANSFORMATION ISLAND, WONDER WOMAN! I'D LOVE TO DUPLICATE YOUR METHODS IN THE NEW WOMEN'S PRISON!

I'LL DO EVERYTHING TO HELP, MISS PATIENCE!

THE 3000 MILE PER MINUTE ROBOT PLANE TAKES BUT A SECOND TO REACH THE GOVERNOR'S MANSION.

TO PLANE -- ZOOM TO MAXIMUM ALTITUDE AND CIRCLE AT CRUISING SPEED.

WELL -- HERE'S THE GOVERNOR'S OFFICE!

WONDER WOMAN! GOVERNOR IRA -- I WANT YOU TO MEET THE FIRST WARDEN OF THE NEW WOMEN'S PRISON -- MISS SUZAN PATIENCE!

A WOMAN? RIDICULOUS!

THIS IS A COINCIDENCE! BERTRAM HARSH WAS JUST TRYING TO CONVINCE ME THAT HE WOULD BE THE PERFECT WARDEN OF THAT PRISON!

I'VE READ ALL ABOUT THIS WOMAN'S IDEAS ON PENOLOGY! SHE DOESN'T BELIEVE IN FORCE AND PUNISHMENT! WITH HER AS WARDEN -- THE PRISONERS WOULD TEAR THE PRISON APART IN ONE WEEK!

I ACCEPT THAT CHALLENGE! WITH WONDER WOMAN'S METHODS OF TREATING PRISONERS WITH LOVE AND DISCIPLINE, I GUARANTEE TO SHOW YOU A MODEL PRISON AT THE END OF A WEEK!

BY HERA -- SPOKEN LIKE AN AMAZON!

BAH!
FORCE AND PUNISHMENT ARE THE ONLY THINGS A PRISONER UNDERSTANDS! BREAK HIS SPIRIT—LIKE THIS PENCIL—and he'll never break the law again! Let me be the warden, and I'll show you a model prison where prisoners won't dare to even whisper!

WHEN I WAS A CHILD, I WAS PUNISHED REGULARLY TO TEACH ME TO BE OBEDIENT.

AND SO NOW YOU'D LIKE TO PASS ON THAT PUNISHMENT TO PRISONERS, WHO WOULD BE AS HELPLESS AS YOU WERE AS A CHILD?

YOU POOR MAN! THROW AWAY ALL THE HATE YOU'VE STORED WITHIN YOU ALL THESE YEARS! LEARN TO LOVE YOUR FELLOW MAN-- YOU'LL FEEL SO MUCH BETTER!

YOU ALMOST CAST A SPELL OVER ME WITH YOUR SOFT TALK, WONDER WOMAN! BUT I'M MYSELF NOW! YOU CAN'T FOOL ME! AND DON'T YOU BE FOOL ED EITHER, GOVERNOR!

I--I--?

I'M NOT!

BUT I CONFESSION I'M INTERESTED ENOUGH TO GIVE MISS PATIENCE THE WEEK SHE ASKED FOR TO MAKE HER MODEL PRISON WORK!

OH, THANK YOU, GOVERNOR!

DANG IT!

REMEMBER-- IF ANYTHING GOES WRONG-- IF THERE IS THE SLIGHTEST DISTURBANCE FROM THE PRISONERS BEFORE THAT WEEK IS UP-- MR. HARSH WILL TAKE OVER!

FAIR ENOUGH!

A LOT CAN HAPPEN IN A WEEK, MISS PATIENCE. I WISH YOU LUCK-- YOU'LL NEED IT!
WONDER WOMAN FLIES TO THE WOMEN'S PRISON WITH SUZAN PATIENCE TO HELP HER INAUGURATE AMAZON TREATMENT OF PRISONERS.

THERE ARE THE PRISONERS, WONDER WOMAN, ASSEMBLED IN THE YARD.

GOOD! WE'LL START THE NEW SYSTEM RIGHT AWAY!

HUMPH! THERE'S WONDER WOMAN AND THE NEW WARDEN, SUZAN PATIENCE!

I'LL BET THEY'RE GOING TO WARN US WHAT'S GOING TO HAPPEN TO US IF WE DON'T BEHAVE!

PUNISHMENT DOESN'T FRIGHTEN ME! IT ONLY MAKES ME TOUGHER!

THE PRISONERS CERTAINLY DON'T LOOK HAPPY TO SEE US!

I'LL SOON FIX THAT!

WONDER WOMAN CARRIES HER CARGO OF NEW UNIFORMS TO THE PRISONERS.

HERE ARE YOUR NEW UNIFORMS, GIRLS!

I—I CAN'T BELIEVE IT!

NEW CLOTHES!

GEE!

THese CLOTHES AREN'T LIKE PRISON UNIFORMS AT ALL!

WE DON'T LOOK LIKE CONVICTS ANYMORE—ALL THE UNIFORMS ARE DIFFERENT!

HOW DO I LOOK?

CUTE!

BUSY HANDS HAVE NO TIME FOR MISCHIEF, SUZAN! OUR NEXT STEP IN THE AMAZON TREATMENT OF PRISONERS IS TO KEEP THEM OCCUPIED WITH CONSTRUCTIVE ACTIVITIES!

THE FIRST DAY.

THE FIRST THING WE'RE GOING TO DO, GIRLS, IS BUILD A RECREATION WING!

WE NEVER DID ANYTHING LIKE THAT BEFORE!

NAH!

IMPOSSIBLE!

BUT WITH WONDER WOMAN'S HELP, THE GIRLS FIND THEMSELVES ACCOMPLISHING THE "IMPOSSIBLE!"

LET'S SEE IF WE CAN SET A RECORD AND BUILD A WING IN A DAY, GIRLS!

GEE--THIS IS FUN!

LOOK!

GEE!

WONDER WOMAN'S RIGHT--THERE'S NO SUCH THING AS --IMPOSSIBLE!

THE THIRD DAY.

WONDER WOMAN! WE CAN'T START PLowing! THE MARE IS SICK!

YOU'LL SEE HOW WONDERFUL FOOD WILL TASTE WHEN YOU GROW IT YOURSELVES, GIRLS.

THE MIGHTY AMAZON HARNESSES HERSELF TO THE PLOW.

HOLD ON TIGHTLY, GIRLS, AND WE'LL HAVE THIS FIELD PLOWED IN A MOMENT!
THE GIRLS BROKE LAWS BECAUSE THEY NO LONGER FELT THEMSELVES MEMBERS OF SOCIETY! WE MUST TEACH THEM THAT SOCIETY IS JUST ANOTHER TYPE OF TEAM! AND THAT THEY CAN BECOME SUCCESSFUL MEMBERS OF IT—BY TEAMWORK!

THE SIXTH DAY.

UH...

SNAP!

OH HHHHH--!

ULP...

THAT'S THE THIRD ROPE THAT BROKE!

AND WE STILL HAVEN'T DECIDED WHICH TEAM WON!

THIS IS THE FIRST EXAMPLE OF TEAMWORK! IT'S IMPORTANT THAT IT SUCCEED!

THAT'S THE LAST ROPE, WONDER WOMAN!

ONLY TEAMWORK CAN WIN NOW, GIRLS! WORK TOGETHER!

ALL TOGETHER, NOW!

TEAM! TEAM!

HURRAY--WE WIN!

HAMMERS OF HEPHESTUS! YOU GIRLS MUST HAVE AMAZON BLOOD IN YOU!

HA HA!

WE FEEL OUR TEAM IS STRONG ENOUGH TO EVEN CHALLENGE YOU, WONDER WOMAN!

AN AMAZON ALWAYS ACCEPTS A CHALLENGE!

READY?--GO!
WITH A FLIP OF HER WRIST, WONDER WOMAN HURLS THE ENTIRE TEAM OVER THE LINE--

SWISHH!

DON'T LET GO, GIRLS!

WOW! WISH WE COULD BE LIKE YOU, WONDER WOMAN!

YOU CAN! JUST USE YOUR MUSCLES--BUT DON'T FORGET--AN AMAZON USES HER HEART AND HEAD ALSO!

THEN--GEE! I'M STARTING RIGHT NOW!

THAT NIGHT, IN SUZAN PATIENCE'S APARTMENT IN THE PRISON--

IT'S NICE AND AIRY IN THIS ROOM, EVEN WITHOUT WINDOWS, SUZAN.

THE VENTILATORS WORK VERY WELL HERE, WONDER WOMAN. YOU CAN FEEL THE AIR POURING IN THROUGH THIS VENTILATOR.

THE GOVERNOR IS COMING TO INSPECT THE PRISON TOMORROW, WONDER WOMAN--AND THANKS TO YOU, HE WILL FIND A MODEL PRISON IN ONE WEEK'S TIME!

IT'S ABOUT TIME MEN LEARNED HOW CAPABLE WOMEN ARE--GIVEN A CHANCE!

GOOD NIGHT--YAWN--

WONDER WOMAN--

GOOD NIGHT--SUZAN--
Meanwhile, at the main ventilator inlet in the prison yard—

Dat's de last of de gas, boss!

Excellent! The ventilators will spread the gas everywhere. The prisoners will breathe it in while they sleep!

The gas will inflame the minds of everyone who inhales it! The prisoners will run riot on the last day of the test! Wonder Woman's Amazon methods will fail—and I shall become warden—and govern by force! Ha ha!

Shoot at the exits! Keep everyone inside! Don't worry about doing any harm! The prisoners will be blamed! Ha ha!

Soon after, in Suzan's room, the gas takes effect and—

The pressure on her throat awakens Wonder Woman.

HAD QUEEREST DREAM—WAS BEING STRANGLED!

Suzan—what are you doing?!

With a lightning movement of her head, the Amazon flips Suzan away.

Shades of Pluto! Suzan—have you gone mad?
SORRY TO HAVE HURT YOU, SUZAN, BUT YOUR ACTIONS—SNIFF—SNIFF—GREAT HERA! GAS IS SEeping IN THROUGH THAT VENTILATOR OUTLET!

SNIFF—SNIFF! IT'S MX GAS! THAT EXPLAINS SUZAN'S SUDDEN FRENZY! MY AMAZON LUNGS RESISTED IT. THUNDER-BOLTS OF ZEUS! IF IT'S COMING IN THROUGH THE VENTILATOR—IT'S REACHING THE GIRLS! NO TELLING WHAT WILL HAPPEN!

IT HAS HAPPENED! KILL THEM!
LEt ME AT THEM!
CRASH!

DON'T GIVE THEM A CHANCE TO FILL US WITH SOFT TALK!

WHOEVER PLANNED THIS TREACHERY, TIMED IT PERFECTLY!
WE'VE GOT YOU!
THAT DOOR WON'T STOP US!

SORRY, GIRLS! BUT I'VE GOT TO DO THIS FOR YOUR OWN SAKEs!

WONDER WOMAN PUSHES THE GIRLS INTO THE INNER PRISON YARD.

I'VE GOT TO KEEP YOU FROM DOING ANY HARM UNTIL THE GAS WEARS OFF!

BLAM!
Wonder Woman

Wonder Woman ties the girls with her magic lasso and carries them to a group cell.

You'll be safe in here!

The Amazon locks the prisoners in securely.

The gas came from the ventilator opening in the prison yard! I'm going to see if I can pick up any clues there!

Wonder Woman speeds into the prison yard.

So you're at the bottom of this, harsh! You couldn't bear to have a woman beat your methods of force with those of love!

It's Wonder Woman, boss! She escaped de gas!

Let's see her escape our bullets!

She's caught all our bullets!

The game of bullets-and-bracelets is an Amazon favorite!

Wonder Woman falls from a blow to the base of her skull...

Sticks of explosives are tied around the Amazon Princess with her own magic lasso!

Hurry! Let's get out of here before she explodes!

An' dey'll blame it all on de prisoners--if dere are any of 'em left!

Great Hera! I'm a living bomb!
WONDER WOMAN MAKES A MIGHTY LEAP AND CALLS FOR HER INVISIBLE PLANE--

THE AMAZON SEIZES THE LADDER WITH HER TEETH AND HURLS THE DYNAMITE STICKS AWAY--JUST AS THEY EXPLODE.

THANK APHRODITE--THE EXPLOSION DIDN'T HARM ANYONE! NOW FOR MR. HARSH!

TO PLANE--DIVE 200 FEET AND LEVEL OFF!

AS THE SILENT PLANE SWOOPS OVER THE SPEEDING CAR, WONDER WOMAN PICKS IT UP!

YOW-EE! IT'S WONDER WOMAN! ALIVE! SHOOT HER!

NO! SHE'LL DROP US TO OUR DEATHS! WE'RE IN HER POWER NOW!

EXACTLY! NOW Toss YOUR GUNS TO THE GROUND! IT ISN'T NICE TO BE ARMED WHEN YOU'RE MAKING A CONFESSION TO THE GOVERNOR!

CALLING 'INVISIBLE PLANE--'

MERCIFUL MINERVA! I'VE GOT TO GET PLENTY OF DISTANCE BETWEEN THE PRISON AND ME BEFORE THE EXPLOSION, OR THE GIRLS WILL BE IN DANGER!

LATER--THE GOVERNOR INSPECTS THE MODEL PRISON.

AND THIS IS THE PRISON FARM WHERE THE GIRLS GROW THEIR OWN FOOD, GOVERNOR.

YOU'VE DONE WONDERS, WONDER WOMAN AND MISS PATIENCE! I'M GOING TO SEND ALL MY WARDENS HERE FOR STUDY!

GOVERNOR--TREATING HUMANS WITH KINDNESS, PATIENCE, AND LOVE IS THE FIRST GREAT STEP IN ELIMINATING CRIME! ANY WOMAN COULD TELL YOU THAT!
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Thom McAn Asks:
How Much do You REALLY Know About BASEBALL?

Who invented baseball as we know it—and when?
Answer: James Naismith

Only 7 pitchers--active since 1900--have won 300 big league games. How many can you name?
Answer: Cy Young, Walter Johnson, Grover Alexander, Ed Stanak

How would you call it? Batter misjudges inside ball, takes a swing. But the ball hits him! Does he get a free trip to first?
Answer: No, he swings at it.

In baseball slang, what are "ducks on the pond"?
Answer: Outfielders

WHAT BRAND OF SHOES WINS BIG LEAGUE CHEERS FOR LOW PRICE AND LONG WEAR, YEAR AFTER YEAR?
Answer: Thom McAn--the shoe that gives you top styling plus dollar-for-dollar value you can't beat.

FREE! With your next pair of Thom McAns, THIS BIG FULL-SIZE PHOTO OF BOBBY FELLER!

With Bobby's own autograph in genuine facsimile. --Plus exciting 25-question baseball quiz!

Baseball fans--here's how to get your free photo of "Rapid Robert" Feller, famous "no-hitter" hurler. Picture is autographed by Bobby in genuine facsimile. Complete 25-question illustrated quiz on the back. Tear out certificate now, and present it next time you buy a pair of handsome, "He-Man" Thom McAns. You'll get Bobby Feller's photo--plus the greatest dollar-for-dollar shoe value in America.

BOBBY FELLER Photo Certificate
Do Not Mail--Good Only in Thom McAn Shope
Give this to the Thom McAn shoe fitter next time you buy a pair of Thom McAn shoes, and you will receive your Bobby Feller photo and quiz. Do Not Mail--Good in a Thom McAn Shop Only. Expires Dec. 1, 1948.

Your Name:
Address:
City..................................State:

Thom McAn
503 Stores
In 299 Cities